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Summary
Many Network-on-Chip (NoC) routing algorithms have been introduced to increase performance of the system and decrease latency. Furthermore, some algorithms work under faulty conditions and some of them can tolerate in presence of oversized nodes. In this paper, we propose a deadlock-free routing algorithm, Fault Tolerant enhanced odd-even XY (FT-OED-XY), in which tolerate under faulty conditions and also can pass oversized nodes simultaneously in an irregular mesh interconnection network. In the absence of faulty nodes/links and oversized nodes, FT-OED-XY uses regular XY routing algorithm and if a packet encounters a faulty link or node, the algorithm acts as enhanced odd-even mechanism try to pass the faulty region by dividing columns into two classes; odd and even. Simulations have been done to illustrate the performance of proposed routing algorithm. Moreover, we compared FT-OED-XY with fault tolerant FT-DyXYZ and Odd-Even algorithms, in terms of average packet latency and throughput. Results show higher rates of throughput and lower average message latency in FT-OED-XY algorithm.
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1. Introduction
With shrinking geometries, global interconnects are becoming the principal performance bottleneck for high-performance Systems-on-Chip (SoCs) [1] [2] [3]. 3D ICs, which contain multiple layers of active devices, have the potential for enhancing system performance [4] [5] [6] [7]. Network-on-Chips (NoCs), as scalable and efficient communication structures for complex SoCs [3] [1], together with short interconnects in 3D ICs have led to appearance of 3D NoCs for future complex and high performance SoCs. Thus, utilizing some methods which introduce fault tolerance is essential for system reliability requirements. In NoC-based SoCs, fault tolerant routings are promising solution to increase reliability of communications between devices on the chip against faults that occur in manufacturing phase or system runtime [8].

In this paper, we have been proposed an irregular fault-tolerant routing algorithm for 3D mesh based Network-on-Chip. First, we overview basic routing algorithm and then in the next section two fault tolerant algorithm called FT-DyXYZ and odd-even introduced. Then, compare with the proposed algorithm followed by conclusion.

2. Related Work
2.1 XY routing algorithm
XY routing is a dimension order routing which routes packets first in x- or horizontal direction to the correct column and then in y- or vertical direction to the receiver. XY routing suits well on a network using mesh or torus topology. Addresses of the routers are their xy-coordinates. XY routing never runs into deadlock or livelock [9]. There are some problems in the traditional XY routing. The traffic does not extend regularly over the whole network because the algorithm causes the biggest load in the middle of the network. There is a need for algorithms which equalize the traffic load over the whole network [10].

2.2 DyXY routing algorithm
The With the DyXY routing algorithm, each packet only travels along a shortest path between the source and the destination (this guarantees the deadlock-free feature of the routing algorithm) if there are multiple shortest path available, the routers will help the packet to choose one of them based on the congestion condition of the network [11].

The detailed routing algorithm can be summarized as follows:
* Read the destination of an incoming packet.
* Compare addresses of the destination and the current router.
- If the destination is the local core of the current router, send the packet to the local core;
- Else
* If the destination has the same x (or y) address as the current router, send the packet to the neighboring router on the y-axis (or x-axis) towards the destination;
* Else, check the stress values of current router's neighbors towards the destination, and send the packet to the neighbor with the smallest stress value [11].

The stress value is a parameter representing the congestion condition of a router. Here, DyXY use the 'instant queue length' of each router (i.e., the number of occupied cells in all input buffers) as the stress value, since it achieves the best results among all kinds of average or flow-control types we have attempted. Each router stores instant stress values for all neighbors, and each stress value is updated based on an event-driven mechanism [11].

2.3 FT-DyXYZ routing algorithm

In the absence of faulty links in NoC, packets are routed using DyXYZ that is a minimal and congestion aware routing. But when there are some faulty links in the network, we use fault tolerant routing, FT-DyXYZ [8]. If there are some permanent faulty links (Through Silicon Vias based vertical links or horizontal links), after determination of preferred output ports to route packet closer to the destination, faulty links are removed from preferred link set and among the rest, one output port is chosen based on congestion parameter [8].

But, if after removing of faulty links, there is no output port left to route packet on minimal path, misrouting should be done. In this case, to tolerate fault and route packet to its destination, utilizing non minimal paths is unavoidable [8].

In the case of misrouting, one intermediate node is randomly chosen among the nodes in the current layer or neighbor layers (up or down layers) [8]. Then routing will be continued in two phases: first, from current node to the intermediate node and then, from intermediate node to destination node of packet. In each phase, the minimal and normal FT-DyXYZ is used and removing faulty links and congestion parameter is considered in each hop of routing packets [8]. In each phase of misrouting, if the packet reaches to a router with no fault-free output port toward temporary or real destination, another intermediate node will be chosen randomly [8]. This new intermediate node will be saved in header flit and misrouting will be started again from that router. This scenario will be repeated when it is necessary, until delivering the packet to destination node [8].

Figure 1 shows an example of routing packet from the source node of A to destination of J [8].

The packet is routed based on normal FT-DyXYZ routing to nodes B, C and D. In node D, there is just one preferred output port (east) that is faulty, so misrouting should be done [8]. We assume that node E is randomly determined as intermediate node, so in the first phase, the packet is routed based on normal FT-DyXYZ through D–F–G–E path and in the second phase, the packet reaches to destination through E–H–I–J path and in the node of J it is delivered to the local core [8].


In absence of faulty link in NoC, packets are routed using XY base that is deadlock and livelock free routing. It first send packet in vertical direction, when X value of packet location equal to X of destination node, algorithm change direction to horizontal. In faulty situation, algorithm use enhanced odd-even model to routed packet to its destination. Figure 2 shows FT-OED-XY algorithm and Figure 3 describe the algorithm enhanced odd-even.

```
routing_mode = Get_routing_mode();

If (routing_mode = normal) {
    Routing using XY algorithm with vertical move first;
}

Else {
    packet.temp_destination = find_Next_Node_base_on_Enhanced_odd_even_routing();
    routing_mode = normal;
}
```

Figure 1: An example of routing packet using FT-DyXYZ algorithm
In Figure 5 shown an example of proposed routing algorithm. Packet from source node with (2, 4) address pass through faulty region to (2, 0)

As shown in Figure 5, if packet direction was north to south (NS) or south to north before reach to the destination, algorithm uses odd-even right or left column to pass the faulty region and try to reach router with X address set to destination node X value, and Y value set to odd-even column. If packet direction is west to east, it uses top or bottom edge of the odd-even block to cross the faulty-link region and try to reach router with X address value set to top edge of odd-even block if current X address lower than half width of network, otherwise set to bottom edge and Y dimension set to destination Y address. If packet direction was east to west, when current X address lower than half width of network, it use above row of top edge of odd-even block, otherwise bottom row of bottom edge of odd-even block to cross the faulty-region and Y value set to destination Y address.

In faulty conditions FT-DyXYZ uses a random intermediate node mechanism to pass packet through the faulty-region and this solution cause to increase the distance to destination and also delay increment. Odd-Even algorithms pass the packet trough the faulty-region so they are crowded around the fault zone. This leads to a massive delay of packets which have to pass through this region [8]. In contrast, FT-OED-XY routing algorithm try to pass packet to nearest (best) node to destination and divide the traffic around the faulty region specially based on routing direction of packet.

4. Simulation result

To simulate under the simulate condition, we use 2 and 3 virtual channels, 8 x 8 mesh network and compare FT-EOD-XY algorithm with basic odd-even, 2D version of FT-DyXYZ. In our simulation, each packet consist 32 flits. We evaluated FT-EOD-XY algorithm with FT-DyXYZ and odd-even routing in terms of average packet latency. Figure 6 demonstrates average packet latency and Figure 7 shows average throughput of
FT-EOD-XY, FT-DyXYZ and odd-even routing for 8% fault in uniform traffic.

Figure 6: average packet latency of our algorithm, FT-DyXYZ and odd-even in uniform traffic

Figure 7: average Throughput of our algorithm, FT-DyXYZ and odd-even in uniform traffic

We used three kinds of traffics for evaluation, uniform, hotspot and transpose traffic.

- Uniform traffic
In this traffic, each node sends several messages to destination nodes in the network where a uniform distribution is used to adjust the destination set of each message [12].

In Figure 6, 7 the average packet latency and throughput as a function of injection rate has been showed. In this case, by use of enhanced Odd-Even technique, FT-EOD-XY has lower latencies because uniform traffic is balanced under XY routing [13] and higher throughput. Figure 6,7 demonstrated improvement of delay and throughput with increase of injection rate in FT-EOD-XY to the other algorithm in uniform traffic pattern and 8% fault of total link.

FT-DyXYZ needs two of three VCs to avoid deadlock [8], but enhanced Odd-Even method in our algorithm uses three VCs to improve performance rather than deadlock avoidance. So as simulation demonstrates, using FT-EOD-XY, network saturates in high injection rates in contrast to FT-DyXYZ algorithm that is saturated in low injection rates.

Figure 8: average packet latency of our algorithm, FT-DyXYZ and odd-even in hotspot 10% traffic

Figure 9: average throughput of our algorithm, FT-DyXYZ and odd-even in hotspot 10% traffic

- Hotspot traffic
In this traffic node one node receives 10% of packet. Figure 8 demonstrates average packet latency and Figure 9 shows average throughput of proposed algorithm, FT-DyXYZ and odd-even routing. Figure 8,9 demonstrated improvement of delay and throughput with increase of injection rate in FT-EOD-XY to the other algorithm in 10% hotspot traffic pattern and 8% fault of total link.
Figure 10 demonstrates average packet latency and Figure 11 shown as average throughput of proposed algorithm, FT-DyXYZ and odd-even routing for 8% fault in transpose traffic. By using enhanced Odd-Even and divide the traffic around the faulty region based on routing direction of packet, FT-EOD-XY shows significant performance in none uniform traffic patterns like hotspot and transpose traffic in contrast to FT-DyXYZ and Odd-Even. It cause lower latency in FT-EOD-XY with increased of injection rate against the other algorithm.

Figure 12 demonstrates average packet latency and Figure 13 shows average throughput of FT-DyXYZ algorithm and odd-even routing for 8% fault in uniform traffic with 2 virtual channel. As demonstrated in Figure 12, 13 after decrease number of VCs to 2, FT-EOD-XY because of use XY routing has better latency and throughput against FT-DyXYZ and Odd-Even algorithm in uniform traffic pattern.

To evaluate the effect of number of VCs on the performance of our algorithm, we have simulated FT-DyXYZ in 2D dimension and odd-even routing mode under uniform, hotspot and transpose traffic with 2 VCs, 3 VCs. Figure 6-13 demonstrate these situations. Figure 6-13 demonstrated improvement of saturation injection rate in FT-EOD-XY to the other algorithm in different traffic pattern and 8% fault of total link.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, a routing algorithm, called FT-EOD-XY, was proposed. It is congestion-aware and more link failure tolerant compared to the odd-even and FT-DyXYZ routing technique. Our algorithm based on XY routing and an enhanced odd-even mechanism that divide the traffic around the faulty region base on routing direction of packet. It just need local information about fault and every node must only be aware of its own faulty link, so it can handle runtime faults.

Simulation results demonstrate significant improvement of latency, saturation point and reliability in FT-EOD-XY compared to FT-DyXYZ and odd-even for 4 fault (8% of total links failure) in uniform, hotspot and transpose traffics. FT-EOD-XY routing algorithm also can uses no virtual channel to route packets.
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